NEW Trio LT and NP Computing Workstations

The Trio line of computing workstations has expanded to support a wider range of mobile computing requirements.

**Trio LT** is a powered computing workstation that offers all the essential features and proven power flexibility you want in a modern workstation.

**Trio NP**, a non-powered workstation, supports simple care applications or workflows that do not require continuous power.

Configurable just the way you need it, the Trio product line now offers more versatility and options to meet all the differing needs for point-of-care workstations throughout your facility.

**Trio LT and NP Features**
- Slim profile and clinician-friendly features
- Configurable with an array of drawer and bin options
- Flexible hybrid power system for extended mobile runtime (LT)
- Upgradeable from NP to LT, or LT to Trio full-featured
- N-Stride steer assist (LT) and 5" casters for easy mobility
- Manual or Electric Lift (LT)

**Simple Mobility**
Slim profile, lightweight platform for easy mobility and control

**Storage Flexibility**
Supports a variety of storage options including keylock or non-locking standard bins or MaxBins

**Extended Power Options (LT)**
All three in-base power options integrate with external power for extended mobile runtime